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Teamsters Union Makes Demands 
Physical Plant Employees Still Face Job Loss 
l» » « • —— . 
k Francisco's famous Exploratorium offers hands on for kids of all ages. 
— scheduled to begin 
Food For The Commonwealth 
Campaign Sparked by Russian Student 
By Monica Yadegar 
Senior Staff Writer 
"If the University doesn't take our 
offer they will get egg in their face," said 
Secretary-Treasurer Pat Miraglio of the 
General Teamsters Local No. 439 
regarding the on-going battle between 
the union and the administration in an 
attempt to save the jobs of long standing 
campus Physical Plant workers. 
The offer was placed before UOP's 
financial vice president, G. Michael 
Goins, on Feb. 12, when the two parties 
met. 
According to Miraglio, several 
proposals were made on behalf of the 
maintenance and service personnel.' The 
most important proposal was to have a 
stay of execution— to hold olf on the 
decision to fire employees and bring in 
a sub-contractor," Miraglio said. 
Goins' decision to terminate nearly 
100 employees was announced last 
month with the hopes that it would save 
the University approximately $600,000 
if they sub-contracted. According to a 
letter Goins addressed to the workers 
and the union, the sub-contracting is 
on March 25. 
^^tefinanciaUydevastating,"Miraglio Rowing ieiieraofracoraraeraiaiion/ Representative to Teamsters No. 439, 
the Physical Plant employees will not be 
the only ones to suffer from UOP's 
decision. "There will be heavy turn­
over in Physical Plant and the new 
employees won't have the same loyalty 
to the people and the University. Students 
and faculty won't know who is in their 
buildings," said Hisel. "The high turn­
over rate is more than a possibility as a 
result of the $3-$4 per hour cut-backs in 
wages as well as an end to employee 
benefits that will occur once sub­
contracting begins," Miraglio said. 
Besides the stay of execution, 
Teamsters requested the University to 
"bypass the intermittent stage and go 
directly to final arbitration prior to UOP 
putting itself in libel," said Miraglio. 
Final arbitration takes place in a court 
where the presiding judge makes a' 'final 
and binding" decision which, according 
to Miraglio, would avoid deadlock. 
"If UOP complies then we leave it up 
to the judge to decide who is right. If 
they don't agree and at the end it is found 
thattheunionis correct, all theemployees 
will have to be returned to their jobs. 
UOP will face potential liability which 
said. 
According to Hisel, Goins stated at 
the meeting that the University has "no 
one in mind at the time as the sub­
contractors." However, all information 
leads the union to believe that it will be 
the Servicemaster Company. There are 
also rumors, said Miraglio, that 
ServicemasterhasgivenUOPasizeable 
amount of money as a loan. 
If Goins moves forward with the 
decision, Teamster has made several 
We [Teamsters] have no desire to 
injure the University. However, we feel 
that President Atchley has not been 
prudent in his fiscal responsibilities. $2 
million was spent on the remodelling of 
his house and office. All we ask is that 
UOP not make long-term, faithful 
employees suffer forbad management" 
Miraglio said. 
"The Physical Plant workers are very 
discouraged.They feel thatthey've been 
let down for their hard work. Some of . „ — "-1-u"-n uoju uik. ^ r
mands in benefit of the pending these people have been here for 20 or 25 
workers years and it's their sole source of 
The union requests: income," Hisel said. 
1. The University tell any third-party Miraglio said Goins listened to their 
sub-contractorthatitmust hire all present proposals and said thathe would "present 
emp oyees. them to the powers that be and get back 
2. Severancepayforalltheterminated to us." Teamsters requested to know the 
wo^ University's decision this week. 
3. Addasixmonthscreditonvacation According to the union, UOP failed 
time pay. 
4. Advance on holiday pay. 
5. Pay all accumulated sick leave. 
6. Continue health care coverage for 
a minimum of six months. 
7. Paid time off for job search. 
8. Clerical staff to aid in job search. 
9. The President of UOP to give 
to bargain over the initial decision to 
sub-contract and they have renewed the 
demand. If the University does not 
comply, then Teamsters will file unfair 
labor charges with the National Labor 
Relations Board. The University has not 




A University of the Pacific student 
tl)ni Russia recently inspired 
Diversity officials to organize a 
Pfogram to coordinate and airlift food, 
Weal supplies, clothing and any 
. ®er staples which would benefit the 
nation of the Commonwealth 
[ ^pendent States, formerly- the 
pfet Union. 
^adia Kadochnikova, a student 
)m the Commonwealth of 
indent States, now attending and 
jying volleyball here at UOP is the 
v'ng force behind the program 
^ Students for Students. 
'just couldn't sleep one night and 
Conversations from my family and 
^ that I have had recently kept 
'ng trough my mind about the 
r ships in my country," says 
Nochnikova. 
finally thought why not see if 
cits here at UOP would help," 
'a said, speaking of when the idea 
Jfame to her. 
e crisis in the former Soviet 
began with the fall of 
*unism. which left the state and 
^mnient in a chaotic fashion. The 
"^ent with all that is happening 
^ been able to feasibly keep 
!% °Ver ^e supplies needed to 
•j^e 'be country's crisis. 
ti£et.Cre were two exploratory 
^ beld between students and 
^ °ver the last two weeks. This 
as 
4 
t l y 3  U n i v e r s i t y  f u n d e d  e v e n t  i n  
^bion. The University is 
K 
"ing the Students for Students 
ln no way monetarily. 
%bi( C •,;0ndo-C|nber 
Vice President Joe 
is one of the faculty 
H-rs involved in supporting the 
C '°r Students group. "I 
lhat students to volunteer and 
^ple^ 'S do'nS can serve as an 
1°'what people can be doing 
0rrt>er Russia, all over the 
world and certainly here in Stockton," 
says Joe Subbiondo, encouraging 
students to volunteer. 
A meeting was held Thursday 
Feb. 13 in the Bechtel center, between 
12 faculty and students, to explore 
what each of them had been doing to 
get support and to find out what else 
needed to be accomplished. 
Of the 12 people gathered were 
members of the Public Relations 
Student Society of America. PRSSA, 
along with their faculty advisor Dr. 
Carol Ann Hall, are trying to gather 
student support as well as utilize Dr. 
Hall' s Public Relations courses in any 
way possible. 
The airlift is scheduled to occur on 
March 21. The United States Airforce 
is donating a C5A American plane 
and pilot to fly over the donated goods. 
Members of the Students for Students 
group will be going along to keep the 
delivery of goods organized. 
The major obstacle facing the group 
right now is a desperately needed 
$60,000 to fuel the plane and landing 
fees, as well as gathering enough food 
and supplies to make the trip a success. 
The group is planning a fund raiser 
which will occur at the Feb. 22, 
basketball game against Fresno State. 
The idea is that anyone attending the 
game will bring two cans of food and 
in exchange will receive a raffle ticket 
and a free ticket to an upcoming 
basketball game. At half-time the 
group will draw from the raffle and 
the spectator holding the winning 
number will receive two free ski rental 
and lift tickets for Squaw Valley. 
The plan is very specific as to 
where the food is head^d" 
Ekaterinburg, formerly Sverdlovsk in 
the Commonwealth of Independent 
States, as well as Nadia's former 
University in the Rural mountains is 
the planned destination for the food 
and supplies. ( 
" The crisis is now , says Dr. Hall 
in reference 10 why this is all 
Nadia Kadochnikova 
happening so quickly. As of Feb. 5, it 
was estimated that the former Russia 
will be exhausted of its basic food 
supplies in 19 days. The Students for 
Students group is using any and every 
resource they can think of to get this 
project going now. Students in the 
group are contacting their parents 
asking for help or connections to 
people who can help. 
The Port of Stockton is being 
contacted as a potential donator of 
space to keep the goods until they are 
sent. KCRA Channel 13 news is 
coming to get the scoop of what is 
being done as well as being great 
publicity for the event. 
The enthusiasm and effort of the 
Students for Students group is shown 
in their tenacity and use of all resources 
to get this project off quickly and 
productively. 
" I feel so much excitement, and 
really, really want this to happen. It all 
seems like a dream, but now we have 
some contacts and hopefully this will 
be an impossible dream come true," 
says Kadochnikova. 
The group is asking for help and 
support from anyone who is willing. 
Contact PRSSA at 478-3470 with any 
support for Students for Students. 
Jessie Ballantyne residents interact in a hall activity. J r 
Dorm Offers Healthy Living 
Rv Ipnnifpr Eu/nnn i m i i • .. „ _ . _ 
Photo by Cheryl Grove 
By Jennifer Kwong 
Assistant News Editor 
As you walk into your new home 
away from home, you are greeted with 
the pungent stench of various types of 
smoke, empty beer cans lining the halls 
and human excrements soiling the 
carpeted halls. Initially, these signs of 
healthy place to live," says Susan Little, promising their abstinence form alcohol 
Resident Assistant. and smoking while in the building. 
According to Sue Noble, Director of However, if a resident should be caught 
Quad Residents, the policy wasoriginally in one of the proceeding activities, he or 
inacted as a means of obtaing the FIPSE she is required to meet with a resident 
Grant This grant is used toward aiding 
the ROAD Program, Angle Network 
and Substance abuse committee. One of 
the criteria for applying for this grant * ' i iu 
overindulgence seem quite unappealing, washavingahealthylifestylesresidence 
TKnn i;/MI fVilnh : »4 i. .11 n- T ^ . Then you think to yourself isn't this 
what college is all about—expanding 
one's social horizons? However as the 
semester wears on you come to the 
realization yourpersonal well-being and 
studies are two priorities that take 
precedence over social horizons. 
Unfortunately, you also come to the 
realization that you are stuck in this over 
polluted, alcohol-infested pig-sty. Well, 
not anymore. 
A new light has been shed on 
residential living for the 91-92 school 
year. Within the past two years, Jessie 
Ballantyne residence hall has attained 
the reputation of a wellness community. 
Besides keeping the fitness and well 
being theme, a new policy of no alcohol 
andnosmokinghasbeenadded. "Mainly 
it gives students a pressure-free and 
hall. Since Jessie B. has had the 
reputation of being a personal wellness 
director and given an infraction. If a 
student accumulates a numerous amount 
of infractions, he or she can ultimately 
be removed from the Healthy Lifestyles 
Hall. 
To the resident assistants' 
satisfaction, there have been absolutely " *- U'VIV v UVVII UUOW1UI 
hall, it was easy to enact this new policy, no problems with broken contracts, 
says Noble. Within the past year, Jessie 
Upon moving into the community, Ballantyne's popularity has only 
all residents are asked to sign a contract (See Dorm, back page) 
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Abortion Decision Discussed on Campus 
' " j  -——— 1 the state, making the options to 
By Jennifer Razor 
Staff Writer 
The question of keeping abortion 
legal ormakingitillegalonce again was 
addressedlastweekduringapresentation 
bv Sarah Weddington, the attorney 
involved in the Roe vs Wade case years 
f r others 
very grim," says Weddington. 
About three hundred people 
attended the lecture at Faye Spanos 
Lecture Hall which was sponsored by 
UPBEAT, a student organization that 
sponsors educational as well as 
entertainment speakers. S e v e r a 
students throughout Weddington s 
A .,M th I 
Fraternities ̂ e^ter program 
Rimlt  AnCl LHlIC ofiitt les isterprogramsisbasei  I j S  $f  
IVUM couidn't eve discrimination.BecauseliWesi ^ 
the two local ho dues(totheirownfund,noUo^ 
have elected officers, weat fM „GwithU°P< present." ent for dry nish lS . i cte  ffi r , wear ^, f , - it 
.A"2jSis?d>an8ingsod^Ss clothingandaccessohK, J S^bringyou' 
itv muncil met for unity. ^ut the Greek system bv chapter members, they Jfl & 
e v e r n  l h e  ̂ "Jmesterto evaluate bad ^ed it, said Milo Terzi^ ^ideredMmembeisofthe J ,pi]S T 
eddington'"'"a letter recently mailed ^ I CU^°S 
zszezzsz-* —kKpupw 
and we need strongly to take a stand, not nf the little sister time . intedt 
rp 
lphaEpsil°n- We a l tt r r tl  ailed 1 0pV  
«. trvina to keep up with the ftaterouesopposinglhemoj 
pointthat w  areuie iuuu ^ Tensions were high as the proposed are y tthpvast "According to a judge mNebr^j fb_ 20-23 v 
and e need strongly to lake and banning of ° ^omasalsopcini=d''«'^uire women an. legally m J ^.25-26° 
otdyin tl«abofflon issue butmany other hashed over by IFC ' ritvofcampusesnaUonwidereq HoweveI, they do not rectj,.l 11 27- Marc 
issues that will affect our future. proc ure T n ,h,-se days. . membership privileges and„#' Feb- a-
"Weddington was right, we taedom ^rtwoToposals date back to the do n,'f ctclc houses both dSfied as 'secondOassciyi 
feel me las, IPC meeting of the M semeaer, *^^1 UOPCoi 
r DUi Vl11^ 
nauonwiutimv^fe-c, tpn-itnrv and is treated mte a suuc ^— - _ „ phvllis fraternities, aigma "f— , . which make uiem "nique- The brothers have always trejJ v u 20 Stud 
Weddington spoke last Thursday a t  ^ legal mattere. Also, of the are taken away from us, y  Delta Theta and Alpha Kappa Lambda ^nk that the underlying ^ with respect," argued Jenny 0[  p 2 l  p e t c i  
theFaye SpanosLectureHall, informing being tried, Guam is Rogers, Junior. „ ^ithmuehout nrooosed and attempted to pass, in the ^ is that they are looki g 0megaPhiAlphaMesister.'M 1 
-^—4 Fe,22 
^^idomgalotofspc^nga U—redByenferedmefecmre ^a and Omega ^ 
couple of years ago when it was clear to "^^on unless the woman is hall. - tomTP>as and took phi Alpha united with the three purelyupo i~. ,fe. Tom 
sesk2S£S£ 
Greek system, ne aig.". based degrading. 
,o substantiate these motions Accord,ng to MtloTerati 
purely upon speculation, saiu ^ isalsoanissuethatconcemslitflCs 
Director of Student Lii , ^ iiQver half of me cases in(hf | 
VanSchoor, supports the ^ ̂  states against fraternities a 
pmposal, saying tot Ihe g sisten," 
Cone 
Feb. 22 Mus 
Rehe 
Feb 22 Pacif 
Stev< 
Com 
andoniyir iusproinpLij  — Q, ctmnplv claims that she pm mu mpua - - nroo l, m  uiai - % . _,aW. little rs. 
Sli=i HIIin- =§=£§5= s=§̂ =§ ==—.-
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nationwide effort to educam a new P^̂ P̂ dmwingpmtecdon a book on the Roe vs MaMI tnsu^^ ^ T h e *  a f t e r  T f  ^ m teir said,"AmhaniabelievesinlhUproject that b 
generation. 1—09 1^2 was me 
If they are considered fuUn®; 
, is even more then the fralemity is held repos, 
'banning all me meiractionsnotonlyatek.L 
,banm g ™,tcirtp events as well. 
i to it and shou 
LAW SCHOOI Thc publ,c 
tecuoinvji o vwaW nn the Roe vs Wade case uiai uisurance does not cover any a Theta after years of fighting their » believes in theft mipct that h 
lamrar, 22. 99  ast  f ^ S Choice, and we ch«/U offl 
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Fitness Center Opens.. .Again 
By Chuck Ifatchelder 
Guest Writer 
Tuesday, Feb.18, marked the 
opening of the Baun Student Fitness 
Center. The 7000 square foot facility 
was completely funded by donations 
from former University of The Pacific 
athletes and more specifically, 95 
percent of those donations were from 
past and present football players. 
The facility includes over 100 
The free-weight area will be opened 
as follows, yet is subject to change, as 
teams tend to vary their training 
schedules from season to season. 
Monday 8 a.m.- 1 p.m. and 6 p.m.- 9 
p.m., Tuesday and Thursday 11 a.m.-
1 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.- 9 p.m., 
Wednesday 8 a.m.- 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.-
9 p.m., Friday 8 a.m.- 1 p.m., and 
Saturday 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
The fitness center is staffed 
primarily through the athletic  ilit  i l   UU primarily u..uu6» ~ 
weight and exercise stations including department by. s£reJJ8tb and 
ten cycle ergometers and five rowing conditioning coach John McB d . 
elmerem Additionally, there are He is assisted by one graduate 
two racquetball courts which can also assistant at approximately ours 
be used for wallyball, handball, and per week and two volunteers at about 
, 12 hours per week each. 
squas in addition to this staff are two 
The fitness center will be open six sport management interns at a 
davs Der week with operating hours on minimum of 20 hours per week who 
SSS Wednesday from 8 a.m.- assist in the fitness centenoperation^ 
9p m.,Tuesday and Thursday from 11 The reception desk will be staffed by 
a m.- 9 p.m., Friday from 8 a.m.- 6 work study students. 
5:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Holiday Inn 
Hermosa Room 
300 J Street, Sacramento 
Admissions fair allows you to talk to the law school [^miters and 
pTck up application forms and literature on their schools, 
PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS 
All participating law schools are approved by the American Bar Assoc a 




Lewis and Clark College 
Pepperdine 
Santa Clara University 
University of San Diego 
University of San Francisco 
Whittier College 
Open to all students and alumni of colleges and universitiesinthiso^ 
The old SAE house remains vacant. 
SAE House Still Vacant 
—— ., . • ...in' „ nukmit o r»rr\TW 
By Allison Wagda 
Staff Writer 
that is willing to submit a proposal. 
So far, AlphaKappaLambda, Alpha 
Chi Omega, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and 





...for a bettor way of 
p.m., and Saturdays from 10 a.m.- 4 
p.m. Tuesday and Thursday hours 
begin later because of Sport Science 
Department classes which meet from 
8 a.m.-11 a.m. 
At some time during the day, 
students, faculty and staff will not be 
able to use the free-weight exercise 
stations because varsity athletes have 
"team times." 
Students, faculty and staff will still 
be assured the use of the machine 
stations, the courts, exercise cycles 
and rowing machines. 
Even though free-weights will not 
be accessible during this time, almost 
every free-weight station can be 
simulated in the machine area. 
in uinc , — r" 
After one semester, the old SAE Phi Delta THeta have expressed inutrea 
house still stands vacam in fraternity in the house, as well as one non-Greek 
circle organization. 
Although many tumors have been Criteria for consideranon have not 
rk "study students. 
The Baun Fitness Center is the first ^£££2*™»" ,££?«& 
building built on campus required to not yet teen ^ ^ ^ criteria may include size of the 
maintain its own operating bu ge . po - Greek organization and financial situations, 
One way is to charge students, faculty, accepted not only by oreek orgdi 
- — organizations, but by any campus group among other things. 
5 (See SAE, back page) 
Students, facull and UOP Employe#5 
JOIN US! 
and staff a usage fee per semester. 
"Another possibility is to tack on 
an additional charge to the present 
student activities or general fee," says 
McBride. 
Faculty and staff would still have to 
pay a usage fee. Both of these options 
^ould include charges to athletes who 
might use the facility other than for 
their required workouts. 
Students are encouraged to voice 
their opinions as to how to create the 




PASTA $ SANDWICHES 
4415 Pacific Avenue* Stockton. CA 95207 • 209/957-4415 
Large Pepperoni Pizza for 
Students Only! $6 .5  
• Clinically Tfainod Stuff 
• Exercise Equipment And Frut! 
• Dynamic Aerobics Program 
• Exercise Clnsson For Ail Levels 
• Friendly, Relaxed Armosphorr 
• Close To UOP 
Full Student Membership 
($29 por month) 
Full Faculty & Employee Membership 
($30 per month) 
Aerobics Only Membership 
($24 per monlh) 
Call 952-7000 for a FREE tour. 
6315 Pacific Avenue, Stockton 
The Pacifican, Feb. 20,1992 
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ski withUOP Saturday, Feb. 22. For $25 UPBEAT will take you up 
and bring you back, all you have to worry about is not falling 
CAMPUS THEATER 
Feb. 20-23 Frankie & Johnny 
Feb. 25-26 Good Morning Vietnam 
Feb. 27- March 1 The Fisher King 
COP CONSERVATORY EVENTS 
Feb. 20 Student Recital. Free Admission. Recital Hall 8pm. 
Feb. 21 Percussionist Allen Brown. Free Admission. Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall. 8pm 
Feb. 22 Music Therapy Seminar, Music in Medicine. 9am-4pm 
Rehersal Center. 
Feb 22 Pacific Market: Fresh Music From Around the World. 
Steven Schick, Percussionist. Free Admission. Faye Spanos 
Concert Hall.8pm 
Jerry Garcia, nominee for outstanding independent album. 
And The Winner Is... 
Fresh From The Market 
By Kelly 1 loch man 
Entertainment Editor 
i considered fullmc^ j 
mity is held responsible! 
not only at their house Jr~ 
cms as well. ' "" 
tSchoor believes the lit 
iXtlqNew Exhibit At UOP Gallery 
ouscs. 
il Iratcmities agree. ]| The UOP Gallery presents the modem art of Ross Coates through 
reprcscntativeforArclufeb. 21. The exhibit titled "Thirteen Whirlwinds" is an on-going 
uiia believes in thefreedo project that has evolved with each installation, 
and we choose to ha Some of the material used in Coates' exhibit include such organic 
Wc think of them as pait objects as bones, feathers, wood as well as other materials such as 
llicy'rc our friends and) metal, plastic and neon. The exhibit may seem somewhat avant-garde, 
but it has many traditional and ancient qualities. It has a mythical feel 
to it and should not be missed. 
The public is invited to a reception for the artist on Friday, Feb. 21, 
fratn 7-9 p.m. The gallery is located on the second floor of the 
McCaffrey Center and admission is free. 
By Kelly Hochman 
Entertainment Editor 
•ipat, back page) 
SCHOOL 
nlssions Fair 
The B AMMIES are back and they're 
better than ever. The Bay Area Music 
Awards, or more commonly known as 
the BAMMIES will be presented on 
Saturday March7, at7:30p.m. at the San 
Francisco Civic Auditorium as a public 
service by BAM Magazine, in 
recognition of the year's outstanding 
musical achievements. It also offers a 
unique opportunity for fans and industry 
members alike to mingle while attending 
a star-studded party in celebration of the 
area's plethora of musical riches. 
In past years, such musical giants as 
the Grateful Dead, Sammy Hagar, Neil 
Y oung, John Fogerty, Bobby McFerrin, 
John Lee Hooker, Bonnie Raitt, M.C. 
Hammer and Carlos Santana have 
provided entertainment and graced the 
stage with their incredible talent. 
Nominees are taken from the suggestions 
of a panel of more than 150 Bay Area 
music critics, radio programmers, music 
industry members and are then voted on 
by the public through ballots appearing 
in BAM Magazine. 
Leading the BAMMEE ballots this 
year are Metallica and Huey Lewis & 
The News, scoring 7 nominations each. 
Metallica's self-titled album rocketed 
the popular metal band into previously 
unobtained realmsof critical and popular 
acclaim. The Huey Lewis & The News' 
recent Hard At Play Lp has definitely 
restored the band to its past position at 
the top of the Bay Area musical ladder. 
Other nominees include Chris Issak & 
The Silvertone, Hammer, Digital 
Underground, Primus, Tesla and Robert 
Cray. Jerry Garcia has been nominated 
(Continued on back page) 
The Conservatory of Music, in 
conjunction with its newest concert 
series,Pacific Market: FieshMusicFrom 
Around the World, will host one of the 
leading percussioni sts performing in the 
U.S. today. A universal performer, with 
concerts in such locales as Australia, 
Latin America, the Netherlands, West 
Germany, the Soviet Union and New 
Zealand, Steven Schick has created quite 
a following for himself. Along with his 
concert, Schick is offering a seminar at 
3:30p.m. the day of the concert for those 
who are interested in the art he commands 
exceedingly well. 
The mastermind behind the concept 
of Pacific Market is the Conservatory's 
theory and composition professor, Curt 
Veeneman. Professor Veeneman, a UC 
Berkeley graduate, has created a concert 
series which not only pleases the serious 
concert-goerand music lover, but pushes 
for those who may not be familiar with 
the art of percussion to set aside their 
preconceived notions of what this series 
is all about. Thus, he has created aconcert 
which is aesthetically balanced between 
modem rhythmic sounds and traditional 
ensemble works. When asked to describe 
this series, and in particular the work of 
Schick, he says," It is more of modem 
avant-garde music, quite challenging- a 
real adventure. People will hear a lot of 
sounds not usually heard in a concert 
hall." 
With music from Greece, Poland, 
England and Japan as well as the U.S. 
performed on amultitude of instruments 
including percussion, brass, piano, 
violin, synthesizer, flute, guitar and 
various others, this concert is not one to 
be passed up. Musical America 
Magazine says,"Schick's supple 
phrasing and nuance was as eloquent as 
any violin concerto." 
Percussion is the art of working 
several instruments at once while 
following a complex series of multi-
layered arrangements. The percussionist 
must also negotiate difficultmeters, such 
as 11 beats in the time of five and one 
half. Schick has mastered this art and 
will perform several selections, by living 
composers, including a very recent work 
by BritishcomposerBrianFemeyhough 
titled "Bone Alphabet" (1992). His other 
selections include the 1989 work of 
Greek composer Iannis Xenakis and 
one very interesting work, by Frederick 
Rzewski titled "4 Flower Pots" and it is 
performed on just that: four flowerpots. 
Schick performs on flower pots with 
sticks while reciting a Homeric hymn. 
Tower records is supporting the 
series by giving away two free compact 
discs at each concert. Safari Coffee and 
Tea and the Alder Market are also 
involved in supporting the series with 
discounts and coupons available to those 
who participate in the workshop or 
concert. 
There is a $5 fee for the workshop 
and tickets for the concert are $3. 
However, UOP students may attend the 
concert and workshop free of charge. It 
will be held in the Faye Spanos Concert 
Hall with a reception immediately 
following the performance. Don't miss 
this one! 
Send your Oscar nominations for best 
movie to The Pacifican! 
Third Floor, Hand Hall 
Results published next week. 
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CD's for sale? 
NEVERMIND! 
YourMajor 
Look for details in your bookstore 
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NEVERMIND 
FEATURING: SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT < 
IN BLOOM • COME AS YOU ARE 
CompactDisc 
DAVID GEFFEN COMPANY 
OFF 
All Compact Discs in Stock! 
HHB*. *Limited to Stock on Hand 
*No Special Orders 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Books.. .and a whole lot more! 
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center 
No further discounts apply. Sale ends 2/27/92. 
EDITORIAL 
The 'Free' Fitness Center? 
Two weeks ago, The Pacifican announced the opening of the new 
Ted Baun Student Fitness Center. Students who arrived at the center on 
the morning of Feb.7, the scheduled opening day, found the doors locked 
and left in bitterness. Turned away, these students began wondering 
what had happened to their promised new fitness center. Why wasn't 
it open? 
John McBride, the center's strength and fitness coordinator, calls the 
late opening "upsetting," blaming it on a memo he received the day prior 
to the scheduled opening. It seems that the Administration was now 
equiring the center to collect a $30 fee per semester for students, as well 
as for faculty and staff. 
According to Athletic Director Bob Lee, "when the building was 
built, [theUniversity] figured in janitorial costs but no other maintenance 
costs." McBride andLee estimate that the center will need approximately 
$1200 per month for electricity and $4500 per year for other general 
maintenance costs. 
When the planning for the new fitness center began, President Bill 
Atchley and the Board of Regents started a new policy that required all 
new buildings to be self-funding, including energy and maintenance 
costs. The new policy, in the opinion of Lee, "was to reduce the impact 
that new buildings had on the University's [debt]." 
In sticking with the policy, the center was built completely with funds 
donated for that specific purpose. McBride believes that the additional 
maintenance costs were "overlooked and nobody seemed to be aware of 
their size [at the beginning] ."He also believes that when former Athletic 
Director Ted Leland left the University for Stanford, a lot of planning 
and ideas went with him, leaving current Athletic Director Lee with little 
to understand the center's budget needs. 
Unfortunately, this created a dilemma for the University. How were 
they going to fund the operation of the center? Both Lee and McBride 
concur that the $30 fee for students is a little steep and neither of them 
expected it, but they had no choice but to begin collecting it. 
It seems that during the fall semester, the Athletic Advisory Board, 
the Athletic Department and the Department of Sports Sciences proposed 
to the President a $10 fee per semester to be charged to all students, 
regardless of their use, and a $50 fee per semester to be charged to faculty 
and staff if they chose to use the center. Students and other administrators 
who knew of this proposal felt that it would not go over well with the 
entire student body, encouraging the President to forego the idea of a 
mandatory fee for students. 
The Pacifican agrees with this part of the President's decision, but 
disagrees with the chosen alternative, a $30 fee per semester for center 
users. Wasn't the fitness center supposed to be the first self-supporting 
facility at the University of the Pacific, free for students to use? 
Does this sound like deception to you? 
GUEST EDITORIAL 
President Atchley, That's Who! 
By Jeanne White 
Guest Writer 
It was about one in the morning and I could not sleep. My mind was full of 
worry and confusion and I desperately needed someone to talk to. I tried waking 
up my friends, but they all told me to go back to sleep and that we could talk about 
it tomorrow. But tomorrow was too far away. 
With a terrible case of insomnia my mind began to wander. I began to think 
about President Atchley. With all of the decisions and burdens placed on his 
back, how does he ever get to sleep at night? I decided to find out, then and there. 
Instead of the expected response of "can we talk about this tomorrow?" or 
"do you realize what time it is?", I was greeted with with a sleepy smile and an 
understanding voice. My preconceived ideas aboutthis man were all wrong. He 
listened without complaining as I talked for over an hour about all of my 
frustrations and worries. I began to realize that President Atchley was more than 
an authority figure, he was quite an impressive friend. 
One of the biggest problems our world has today is the judgement that we 
place on one another. We are so busy finding fault in other people and 
reinforcing the negatives, that we fail to see any good in our society. We spend 
so much time complaining about others, that we do not look in the mirror and 
deal with our own faults. 
I have been very disturbed by all of the "put down" editorials about President 
Atchley. Sure, I agree that we all have a right to our own opinion, but too often 
we fail to see the whole picture. Instead of complaining, why don't we do 
something about it. I am convinced that if President Atchley was willing to talk 
to me at one in the morning, he will be more than willing to make an appointment 
with anyone. 
Granted, it must be a great honor to be the president of this University, but 
along with this honor comes difficult situations, decision making and 
responsibilities. If it really is important to you, quit asking' 'President who?" and 
find out for yourself. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
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Words From The. . . Right 
What is a Republican? 
EKrGttilPolMKil! 
TmeRepublicansareliberalinhuman 
relations and conservative in their 
economics. They seek to conserve a 
capitalistic system characterized by free 
enterprise and the profit motive because 
it is essential to liberty. The foundation 
stone of democracy, indeed of all our 
liberties, is the free enterprise system; 
we cannot long enjoy political liberty 
unless we likewise possess economic 
liberty. 
Republicans are people who are not 
indecisive about moving, but know 
where they're going when they move. 
As quickly as you start spending the 
taxpayer's money in large amounts, it 
looks like free money. Eisenhower. 
Democrats are the only party that can 
have arguments, even when they agree. 
A liberal is a person whose interests 
aren't at stake at the moment. A 
Republicanhas to have a sense of humor 
because there are so few of us. Robert 
Dole. The Democratic platform is like 
talking to a wall standing on a bushel of 
eels. 
Republicans study the financial pages 
of the newspaper. Democrats put them 
on the bottom of the bird cage. The 
Republicans have their splits right after 
the election and the Democrats have 
theirs just before an election. The 
Republicans have the ability of cutting a 
dollar bill in half without touching the 
paper. Too often the Democrat's reflex 
is to discover a problem and then throw 
money at it, hoping it will go away. 
Republicans either converttheirliberals 
or expel them. 
Historians have shown that most bad 
government has grown out of too much 
government. The Republican is for the 
man and the dollar but in case of conflict 
the man before the dollar. Lincoln. 
There are people who are socialists and 
rebels today and company directors 
tomorrow. There is no such thing as a 
free lunch. 
The Republicans are as conservative 
as the Constitution, as liberal as Lincoln, 
and as progressive as Theodore 
Roosevelt. 
Stability is not immobility. Anyone 
can be a Republican when the stock 
market is up, but when stocks are selling 
for no more than they are worth, I tell 
you, being aRepublican - it's a sacrifice. 
The right to vote is your most priceless 
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The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacation!i 
final exams week, by thestudentsoftheUniversity ofihePacific.Commentsjn 
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns mi 
submitted in typed form by noon Monday. All letters to the editor must ha 
verifiable signature, local address and phone number. The Pacifican resin 
the right to edit all submittedmaterials. Editorial comments reflect thevimi 
opinions of the majority of the Pacifican editorial board, unless person 
signed. 
The Pacifican office is located on the thirdfloor of Hand Hall, Urnws 
the Pacific, Stockton, Calf. 95211. Office hours are Monday through Frii 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. or by appointment. 
Business: 946-2155 Editorial: 946-2115 
Submitted by Jeffrey Weinberg 
(Copyright 1984, Republican Party. 
Used by permission) 
PACIFIC TALKS 
LETTERS POLICY 
Have you got something you want to say about an article or opinion)® 
have seen 'mThePac ificanl Problems or praise with policies, people orpte 
on campus or in the world? Why not write a letter to the editor? The Pacp 
is widely distributed to the campus and read by nearly every student, to 
and staff member of the University. Now is your chance to be heard-
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters and submissions' 
length and clarity. 
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following Thursda) 
issue. Bring or mail your letter to: Opinion Editor, The Pacifican, 
Hand Hall, Stockton, Calif. 95211. 
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Hot and sweaty at an English Rave. 
Rave Scene Invades America 
h Laurel Handlv 
International Editor 
e Pacifican, in»  
Loud fast-paced music with a heavy 
beat pulsates through huge speakers and 
brightly colored laser lights cut through 
the smokey air, as hundreds of sweaty 
bodies move in a seemingly 
choreographed fashion to the beat. All 
facing the same direction these young 
adults step their feet and move their 
bands in the fashion of those in front of 
them. The movement and atmosphere 
have a very ritualistic and tribal feel. 
This hot and colorful activity is called 
the RAVE scene and is very popular all 
overEurope especially in Belgium, Italy 
and England. 
The Rave Scene is much more of a 
conformist movement in the dance and 
music field than the last few trends. The 
music is all very similar as are the 
accompanying dance movements. This 
move towards conformity within 
rebellion seems to be a reaction to the 
uncertainty of the future that young adults 
am having to face all across the world. 
^ most people going to a Rave is a 
§ood way to blow off steam and get a 
sense of security within theirown social 
circle. After the stress of school or work, 
a few hours of dancing and sweating 
with friends is a great way to shed the 
worries of the week. 
Unfortunately there is one very 
negative aspectof the Rave scene. Taking 
Ecstasy (a high priced designer "feel 
good" drug) is becoming just as 
important part of the Scene as the music 
and dancing. In a study done in England 
on the Rave scene the statistics showed 
that a frighteningly large amount of 
people feel that they can't have fun 
when they go out unless they take "X". 
Stories such as "My friend didn't pay 
her electricity bill because she spent all 
hermoney onX" are common. Although 
the majority of people are still engaging 
in good clean, albeit sweaty fun, this 
problem is escalating. 
Recently, the Rave scene has 
migrated from Europe to America and 
the popularity of Ecstasy has come right 
along with it One of the main reasons 
given for going to Raves is, "you can get 
all the best drugs there." So, although 
most people are going for the music and 
dancing, some people are going for the 
drugs. Hopefully, this association with 
drugs won'truinortaint what isotherwise 
a seemingly healthy worldwide reaction 
to what it's like to be young and alive in 
the uncertain nineties. 
:holt 
Students Abroad: 
'I'd Do It All Again' 
by Kathryn Rogers 
Guest Writer 
small apartment about a 30 minute walk 
from the center of town. My schedule 
was two hours of class in the morning, 
When approached by the Pacifican come home for lunch at 3 p.m. and 
towriteanarticleaboutmystudyabroad return for classes late in the afternoon. 
I have countless fond memories of 
Spain but one of my favorites is my first 
night in Granada. Isabel, my homestay 
mother, was showing me around the 
apartment and when we came to the 
kitchen she said "...and this is the most 
important room in the house because 
this is where we cook, clean and eat." I 
only do dishes cheerfully at gunpoint 
and have been known to unsuccessfully 
boil an egg, but I wanted to learn and be 
a part of the family so I took a deep 
breath and (gulp) put on an apron. I spent 
some of the best hours of my study 
abroad in that very kitchen with Isabel 
peeling potatoes, drinking coffee, singing 
traditional Spanish folk songs, discussing 
life and Flamenco dancing inmy slippers. 
Spain is a beautiful and exotic 
country. It is very easy to lose oneself 
drinking unhealthy amounts of coffee 
and bold red wine, wandering through 
narrow cobblestone streets hundreds of 
years old, exploring castles and dodging 
mopeds. From the time- creased faces of 
the old women to the busy open air 
market places of the city, Granada soon 
became my home. 
Of course, I did make my share of 
expenence, I began rifling through my 
overflowing photo album and adventure 
ravaged journal hoping it (along with 
divine intervention) would help me 
describe the most horribly wonderful 
five months of my life in two hundred 
words or less. The taskis impossible, but 
I'll give it a try. 
I spent the fall semester of '91 on a 
language immersion program in 
Granada, a small city in southern Spain. 
I had arrived in the country a month 
early and, with my older sister in tow, a 
backpack, Eurail pass,' 'Lets Go Europe'' 
and a Swiss army knife, proceeded to 
travel through Spain, France, Germany, 
Austria and Italy. After a month of stale 
bread, great scenery and no toilet paper, 
I was ready to settle down in one place 
and begin my program. A week of 
orientation in Madrid and a six hour bus 
ride later I arrived in Granada ready to 
start my "experiential learning." 
My program included a homestay, 
180 hours of language training, a week 
stay in a Spanish village and a mini 
independent Study project. I stayed with 
a pastry chef, his wife and their two 
children aged 13 and 17. We lived in a 
Olympic Update 
Albertville Update 
So far, when it comes to winning 
medals, Austria seems to be the leader of 
the pack with four gold, four silver and 
four bronze. However, Germany is close 
behind with four gold, four silver and 
two bronze. The Unified team is also 
right up there with three gold, three 
silver and three bronze. One of the most 
noteworthy things about the Olympics 
this year was that during the opening 
ceremonies of the games the Russian 
athletes did not march in behind a flag. 
They are competing under the name 
"United Team" and it is obvious form 
the way they have been performing in 
competitions that, although they may 
not have a flag, they definitely have 
plenty of enthusiasm and competitive 
spirit. 
FASTFUNDRAISING 
p r o g r a m  
c $1000^ 
ror your fraternity, sorority, 
'earn or other organization. 
Plus receive a $1000 
bonus for yourself! 
And a FREE WATCH 




F U N D R A I S I N G  
p r o g r a m  
Fraternities, 
clubs. Earn up to HOOOm one 
week. 
bonus yourself. And a FRE 
WATCH just for calling 1-800-
932-0528 Ext 65. 
Kathryn Rogers having fun in the sun in Spain. 
social blunders. I shocked my family by 
eating french fries with my fingers 
instead of a fork, didn't put on lipstick 
before I went out on a Saturday night 
and ordered coffee at the hour where 
everyone drinks beer. But the mistakes 
I made were all part of the great adventure 
of studying abroad. 
If asked to sum up my experience in 
one word, I would have to say "more." 
It was more exciting, frustrating, self-
revealing, frightening and insanely 
wonderful than I had ever imagined 
possible. Given the chance, I would 
grab an extra roll of toilet paper and do 
it all again. 
World On W ednesday 
Feb. 26,1992 
12:30-1:30 p.m. 
Bechtel International Center 
Topic: Breakup of the Soviet Union: U.S. Dilemmas 
Speaker: James Derleth- Asst. Professor International Studies 
Camp Counselor: Roughing It Day Camp in SF and East Bay 
is hiring for Summer 1992. Positions: Group Counselor, 
Swim, Ride, Sports, Waterfront, Envir, Crafts. Exper. 
refs.(510)283-3878. Send resume to P.O.BOX 1266, 
ORINDA, CA 94563. 
Worldwide News Clips 
What's Going On 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin has made another dramatic d^ament 
Proposal. He has called for the five acknowledged nuclear P°wers o e w 
Main, China, France, Russia and the United States, to en J our eca ^ 
^nfrontation and hostility by placing their weapons on zero e 
*ould take these countries off combat-status. 
Mother news, 12 Kashmini militants were killed and over^ 
jtoen Pakistani police unleashed hundreds of rounds o 
tonini pro-independence protest group. 
, »Ule searching for evidence linking Iraq with U-e design 
"Mumbomb, the United Nations' inspector; wortting in M of 
** intelligence thai has tern hunting for a secrct *»*"> 
enough plutonium to manufacture two or more 
SPRING BREAK!!! 
CABO SAN LUCAS, MEXICO 
7days, 6nights from $469.00 
First class hotels, professional 
staff, discounts, sport tournaments, 
rock'n beach clubs. 
Call Bob Lusk 


























THE DECISION ABOUT YOUR FUTURE AND 
THAT OF YOR UNPIANNED CHILD IS YOURS! 
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING Qj 
HELP THE CHILDREN, 
209*547-0255 






Discover a challenging, 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care, 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force health professional. Call 
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Tigers Go 2 For 1 
by Don White 
Staff Writer 
The Pacific Men's Volleyball team 
lost a tough match this weekend. U.C. 
Davis beat the Tiger's 6-15,5-15,15-6, 
9-15. Even though Darren Lance had 25 
kills and Allan Treffery had 44 assists, 
Pacificlacked good serves and consistent 
defense. The Tiger's played two nights 
later and defeated Chico State 15-7,13-
15, 13-15, 15-1, 15-9. Lance lead the 
team again with 25 kills and Treffery 
finished the game with 59 assists. It was ' 
the Tiger's defense that pulled them out 
of trouble and gave them the come back 
win. Leading the tough Pacific defense 
was senior Greg Wheatley with 16 digs 
and 8 were in game four alone. 
The Tiger's finished the weekend up 
with a less than adequate St. Mary's 
team. Pacific took St. Mary's three 
straight 16-14, 15-6 and 15-10. The 
match was slowed paced and seemed to 
thro w theTiger's game off. "It's difficult 
to get excited in a match were your 
forced to play a team below your own 
level," said Wheatley of Pacific. The 
Tiger's have a home game Friday night 
against a tough Cal-Poly Slo team at 
7:30 in Spanos Center. Please come and 
support your Tiger's who are currently 




Itcklyn O'Connor fights off defenders in a recent home game. 
Photo courtesy Athletic Department 
It's About Time! 
Lady Tigers Beat Big West Power 
Long Beach State - First Time Ever 
rebounds. Charlotte Soeeberg and Tina 
Freil helped out with the offense scoring 
21 and 18 points respectively. 
Saturday, at Santa Barbara 
Unfortunately the Lady Tigers came 
down to earth as they were demolished 
by the U.C. Santa barbara Gauchos 74-
55. The Gauchos, who are currently first 
in the Big West .showed there is a lot of 
room seperating the lady Tigers from 
the Big West elite. Freshmen center 
Brandi Ashmore had a teriffic game 
scoring a career high 13 points. 
The Tigers will need help from 
Ashmore throughout the rest of the 
season as senior center Charlotte 
Soeeberg went down with injury. 
Natasha Norris and Tine Freil took up 
the rest of the scoring load with 11 a 
piece. 
It is about time! 
For the first time in their history the 
lady Tigers defeated the 49ers of Long 
Beach. The Lady Tigers pulled off an 
incredible upset as they not only beat 
Beach in their own gym, but they did it 
inovertime. The 89-85 score is indicitive 
as to how the game was played, fast and 
furious. 
The Lady Tigers played well in the 
firsthalf and still found themselves down 
by 7 points, it was the 2nd half where 
they started rolling on all cylinders, 
they managed to shoot 57%, which was 
enough to send this one in to overtime. 
Natasha Norris was unstoppable as 
she scored 26 points, while grabbing 11 
To Bet Or Not To Bet 
EyJoel Russakov 
Sports Editor 
Victimless crimes have been a controversial topi(f ^self " Many 
ta. 1»referring of course .0 as 
People throughout this country feel oppo Qne who opposes any law 
using drugs, prostitution and gambling rileg 
that prohibits gambling. n in ̂  country? Since 
Do any of you know what is the most ^ ̂ horseracing. Let 
you are probably wrong I will tell you w . . ^ footbaU! NOT. 
me get this straight... horseracing is mo „h„ne or form. Every year 
It is very simple. People love to bet, ini any ^ ̂  Mmi[c Qty t0 place 
hundreds of thousands of people travel t only option, 
kts. If sports betting is your desire, a little time thinking about 
Sports betting is something that hav pc IcanhopinmyCar and drive 
here and there and I have to admit I am contus . lEGALLY bet on any horse 
'0minutes to the satellite wagering building an g? Don-t get me 
race in the country, but it is illegal to bet °n j can't bet on a football 
Wr°ng; I am all for horseracing, but it is the MTheriskof fixed games are 
game that disturbs me. California legislators s ^ ^ o rnr.fi? 
too dangerous" Are they trying to say jocke. 
Intramural Update 
By Rich Carr 
Senior Staff Writer 
fo    a race9
-u j  y -ping t0 drive 3 hours to 
Actually, I can bet on a football game 1 ^ where your odds of 
Tahoe. So instead 1 stay in Stockton an p ay times \ buy lottery tickets, 
ginning aren't as good as Tahoe and e§a®' any blackjack dealer ever 
hut the stntr r,f r'niifnmia swindles me wo 
A Heavyweight Dilemma 
By Allie McHugh 
Sports Editor 
It has been over a week since the fall of Mike Tyson. There have 
been many questions about the length of his sentence and whether or 
not he will ever fight again. If the appeal from Tyson's lawyers is 
rejected, sentencing for Tyson will come in late March. With all the 
focus on Tyson, there is something else to be concerned about in the 
sport of boxing, and that is the dilemma of the heavyweight division. 
From 1985-1990, Tyson was the Heavyweight Champion of the 
World, but lost his title two years ago to James " Buster " Douglas. 
Many months later, Douglas would lose his belt to the reigning 
champion Evander Holyfield. Everyone was waiting for Tyson to get 
another shot at winning his title back, but his rape trial hindered his 
chances of fighting Holyfield. With Tyson out of the scene for a long 
I time, if not forever, is there anyone who can give a challenge to 
| Holyfield for the title? 
There are many contenders that want a shot at Holyfield. In his first 
title defense, Holyfield beat George Foreman in a very exciting fight. 
The forty-something Foreman hurt Holyfield, but was not able to beat 
him. Holyfield, at the age of 29, found it difficult beating a man who 
is 15 years older than him. The last time Holyfield fought, was 
against" Smokin'" Bert Cooper. Cooper surprised Holyfield by 
getting some good shots in during the first round, but it was the 
champ who punished Cooper and knocked him out. Holyfield's early 
struggle against a unknown in Cooper made some people think if 
Holyfield is a worthy champion. 
Things are only looking worse for Holyfield. He is looking for an 
opponent that is both strong, and not receiving Social Security checks 
in the mail. A lot of experts felt that a big challenge could come from 
Ray Mercer. About six months ago, Mercer fought Tommy Morrison 
and pummeled him badly. Mercer showed great strength and 
knowledge in the ring as he beat a previously undefeated Morrison. 
Now, Mercer is thinking whether or not he will ever get a shot at 
Holyfield. Two weeks ago, Mercer fought Larry Holmes, a former 
Heavyweight Champion. Holmes, like Foreman, is on the senior tour 
| of boxing, looking to regain the title he lost to Michael Spinks. 
Holmes and Mercer went 12 rounds, and Holmes won unanimously. 
This 42 year old man is looking to regain his title, and according to 
Holyfield's training camp, may get a shot later this year. 
The idea of a Holyfield vs. Holmes fight would be a great one to 
witness, but what about Foreman. Now that the WBC and IBF do not 
recognize Mike Tyson as a contender, it means that Foreman is the 
number one contender to Champion Holyfield. I think that if Holmes 
wants a. shot at Holyfield, he first must fight Foreman. This spectacle 
could bring huge pay .days to both fighters, and give the public and 
fans a proven contender to Holyfield. Holmes and Foreman are 
former world champions and they know that it will be hard to win 
their title's back. Holyfield wants to prove himself as a champion, and 
he has told the press that he is ready to fight anyone. 
Evander Holyfield is a great boxer, and I always felt that he could 
beat Tyson. A Holyfield-Tyson bout is extremely unlikely, in this 
century at least, and it will be up to the promoters on who will get a 
shot at the heavyweight belt. As it looks now, either Holmes or 
Foreman will be next in line for Holyfield. I do feel that Holyfield 
must look by these two contenders, and be aware of the younger 
fighters who are after his belt. Riddock Bowe is a powerful boxer 
who could give Holyfield a good fight. Mercer, though down from his 
loss to Holmes, will rise again and give a good stake to the tide. 
BASKETBALL: The season is two 
weeks old and already some interesting 
matches have occurred. This year, 43 
teams are competing in7 divisions. Many 
old rivalries have been renewed, while 
new ones are developing. Co-Rec • The 
team to beat right now is X's and O's 
with The Conglomerate and World 
Hoops close behind. 
Women - The Boobs have the upper 
hand at this point in the season. GLOB 
has rebounded from their loss to The 
Boobs to currently occupy second place. 
Basketcase and Dunkin' Deltas are tied 
for third. 
Napoleon A - Island Style has ruled this 
division for two years and are the heavy 
favorite again this year. They are the 
only team to break eighty-five points 
this season. Short & Sweet has put 
together a strong team and may cause 
some problems for Island Style. Fab 
Phive has a veteran group of players but 
still lost by 4 points to Island Style. 
Napoleon B - Velvet Touch and Jeff 
B.& Friends are the only teams who 
have exerted any sort of power in this 
league. However, it is still very early in 
the season for this writer to cast 
judgement 
Men A - This is the toughest league 
assembled forthislevel in several years. 
Fizzers II appear to have the edge to 
defend their title from last year. 
Frontrunners, Mad Bombers, Archania, 
Warriors, and Braves all are loaded with 
talent and could beat anyone on a given 
night. 
I t  tate of California i l   u 
"Ould. f meir— and making sports betting 
Some states are pulling their heads ou o as lottery tickets (a par ay 
V Oregonhas a deal where you buy par y n quite SUCCessful as 
^a multiple pick for increased odds.) on orts events. 
Oregon is finding out that people like w g Californians. Wouldn t it be 
Most of the tourists who travel to Neva ^ have never heard anything 
§reat if we could keep that money in our revenue they bring in rom 
ab°ut Nevada having financial ProPle™ . everything from the public schoo 
gambling is taxed and is circulated throng n of all t0 make gambling 
^tem to public health care. Of coursefoebe ^ Uves much easier 
e§al in this state, it would make my 1 . ing friends welch on eir 
1 ^ sick and tired of driving to Tahoe or having 
The heavyweight division has seen great champions, and to see one 
of its greatest go down may hurt the sport. Boxing is a huge sport 
around the world, and I am hoping that heavyweight boxing in 
particular can be saved from the turmoil that has been put upon it by 
Mike Tyson. 
Men C - This division is the smallest of 
all this year. There are only four teams, 
but all are very close in amount of talent. 
White Thunder and J.B. B-Ballers have 
the early claim to first place. 
Overall the leagues will be very 
competitive, as evidenced by the four 
overtime games in week 1. Last year 
there were only three overtime games 
during the whole season. NEXT WEEK 
-THE RANKINGS. 
SCHICK'S SUPER HOOPS: This 
3-on-3 extravaganza takes place on 
Saturdaybeginningatl2:30p.m.Teams 
of four players will compete for the right 
to represent UOP at the regional 
tournament on Mar 7 at Cal-Berkeley. 
Entries are due Friday at 4 p.m. Prizes 
will be given to all participants. The 
finals will take place at the half time of 
the Mar 3 basketball game. 
FREE THROW CONTEST: The 
finals will be at the halftime of the men's 
basketball game Saturday night. 
Contestants were able to shoot quali fying 
rounds on Tuesday and Wednesday of 
this week. 
SOCCER: Entries are open for Co-
Rec and Men Divisions for outdoor 
soccer. Eight players per team are 
allowed (minimum of 3 women for Co-
Rec). Only 3 members of the Soccer 
Clubs are allowed on any roster and only 
2 on the field at any one time. Entry fee 
is $20 and are due Thursday Feb 27 at 4 
p.m. 
Men B - This league has not had enough 
action to determine who will surface to 
the top. Glass Slipper, Island Style, and 
Omega Phi Alpha 
have all posted victories. DNA could be 
a contender from the result of their 
scrimmage. Last year's "C" champion, 
Sewer Patrol, is testing the B waters and 
could prove to be a spoiler near the end 
of the season. 
SOFTBALL: Softball entries are now 
open. Divisions available are Co-Rec A 
& B, Women, and Men A, B & C. This 
year, Men's A will place 10 men on the 
field including apitcher. The season will 
begin after spring break. Entries are $25 
anddueMar 12 with the captainsmeeting 
Mar 17. 
There will be a pre-season softball 
tournament on Mar 15. Entry fee is $15 
and limited to the first 8 teams. The 
foimat will guarantee at least 2 games 
and will be played like the Men A division 
described above. 
TIGER TRACKS 
Thursday Feb. 20 
Men's Basketball vs. Utah State at Spanos Center 7:30 pm 
Women's Basketball vs. New Mexico State at Spanos Center 5 pm 
Friday Feb. 21 
Baseball vs. Canadian Nationals at Billy Hebert Field 3 pm 
Men's Tennis vs. U.C. Riverside at Tennis Courts 1:30 pm 
Men's Volleyball vs. Cal Poly SLO at Spanos Center 7:30 pm 
Saturday Feb. 22 
Baseball vs. Nevada at Billy Hebert Field 12 pm 
Men's Basketball vs. Fresno State at Spanos Center 7:30 pm 
Women's Basketball vs. UNLV at Spanos Center 5 pm 
Softball vs. New Mexico State at Oak Park 1 Pm 
Men's Volleyball at Far Westerns Tournament at U.C. Davis All Day 
Sunday Feb. 23 
Baseball vs. Nevada at Billy Hebert Field 
Lacrosse at Chico State 
Tuesday Feb. 25 
Baseball at Stanislaus State 
Women's Tennis vs. Sacramento State at Tennis Courts 
Men's Volleyball at Sacramento State 
Wednesday Feb. 26 
Softball vs. Sonoma State at Oak Paik 








I believe Holyfield will keep his title for a long time, but he will go 
through some tough battles. By the end of his reign, he will gain the 
,o instead i stay m ve^as.'Sometimes I buy I ^ from the experts and fans of boxing. Holyfield knows that he 
g aren t as good as th^ any blackjac Tyson, but if he were to beat Tyson, he would 
state of alifornia swindles me | re£c, of the wori, Tyso„ tnarie 
People looked at Mike Tyson and were mesmerized at ms 
accomplishments, but now they look at him and shake their heads in 
disgust. Now that Tyson is out of heavyweight boxing, the division is 
going to have to work hard to continue its popularity. 
For Rent 
5 Bedroon, 4 Bath house, 2^jjkquare 
feet, across from UOP Stadium* 5 
garages, no more than 6 adults, lease, 
$1500 month, call 477-1234. 
C R U I S E  J O B S  
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn 
$2,000+ per month working on cruise 
ships. World travel! Holiday, Sum-
merand Full-time employment avail­
able. For Employment Program call 
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 304 
8 
The Pacifican 
BAMMIE Dorm SAE 
(Continuedfrom page 3) 
for his work with Daivd Grisman for 
Outstanding Independent Album. 
Among the performers scheduled 
for the evening are legendary Bay Area 
musician and continuinghit-makerSteve 
Miller, who will be making his debut 
performance on the BAMMIE stage. 
Also performing will be the Bays' 
favorite, Huey Lewis & The News who 
have appeared at the B AMMIES several 
times as well as another local favorite, 
Carlos Santana. Others scheduled to 
appear are the Damn Yankees-
Unplugged, Gregg Allman , Sister 
Double Happiness and acclaimed 
bluesman Joe Lewis Walker&The Boss 
Talkers. Of course the BAMMIES 
wouldn'tbe the same without the "only-
at-the BAMMIES" onstage musical 
collaborations and jam sessions. As well 
as the usual surprise appearances that 
have become expected as the tradition 
of the BAMMIES continues its course 
of setting musical precedent. It may be a 
local affair, but to the Bay Area the 
BAMMIES are as big as the Oscars. 
Frat Spat 
(Continued from page 2) 
classmates, and they are very important 
to us." 
The local fraternities also believe 
that this proposal infringes on their right 
to self-governance, which allows them 
to accept anyone they choose as a 
member. 
In order to reach some kind of 
solution, Terzi ̂ h said that they are trying 
to organize a president's roundtable to 
"talk it out, and come up with a plan so 
the system doesn't have to become 
(Continued from front page) 
increased. "We have been at maximum 
occupancy since the fall, and a majority 
of the students who are freshman claim 
that they are returning next year," says 
Little. 
The residential staff attributes the 
success of the dorm to the fact that not 
one of the residences are forced to live 
there. When freshman Kyle Kang was 
asked why he chose to live in a wellness 
community he responded, "During the 
summer Jessie B. sent me a brochure 
explaining the policy and since I am also 
aware of being physically fit, I felt this 
was the best dorm for me." Exercise is 
one of the main attractions that Jessie B. 
has to offer, however it is not the only 
benefit. "I like to go out and drink, but 
I want to be able to come home to aclean 
environment," says Kris Curtis, 
freshman. Living within a clean 
environment that is exercise conscious 
is an added plus to the fact that Jessie B. 
is very conducive to studying. "I like 
the quiteness, it makes studying a lot 
easier... it's not like walking into John 
Ballantyne and smelling all that smoke," 
says Brace Uch, pharmacy major. 
In keeping with the healthy lifestyle 
theme, personal enrichment programs 
are also offered at Jessie B. Events such 
as massage workshops, stress 
managment and spiritual development 
have been introduced as a way to aid in 
the students' well-being. Despite the 
factthatpersonal well-being is the prime 
focus, Jessie B. also engages in special 
interesttrips; suchas, ice-skating, movie 
outings and a murder mystery dinner-
theater event. According to sophomore 
Stephanie Scholl, "The staff does an 
excellent job of putting on a wide variety 
of programs." As a result of the diverse 
(Continued from page 2) 
According to VanSchoor, other 
alternatives may include leaving the 
building vacant next year, orturning the 
building into offices or another non­
residential building. 
Student groups who are interested in 
the house should contact Tom 
V anSchoor in the Office of Student Life. 
I 1 
separated." programming and the various health 
But, with all of the controversy, a ^ fitness opportuniites that are made 
compromise seems faroff. According to availiable to the residents, the students 
Hazard, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." feel close-knit. "We all have basically 
the same beliefs and values, and tend to 
head in the same direction ... we are 







Real Estate Club 
Meeting 
Thursday Feb. 20 
5 p.m. 




something new each 
field trip, guest 
speakers. 
BE ON TARGET! 
SIGN UP FOR 
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING 
NOW! 
Recruiters visiting campus soon include. 
Aarron Brothers Art Stores, Andersen Consulting, Calgon Vestal, 
E&J Gallo, Foster Farms, Franklin Resources, Uncoln Financial, 
Macy's, Mobil, MONY, Merck, Nestles Beverage Compatw, Upjohn, 
Wallace Business Systems, World Savings, and 
over 30 other diverse organizations. 
They want to interview Liberal Arts, Business, Engineering, 
Computer Science and other majors. 
Meet this year's recruiters. They want to meet you. 
Bring resumes, sign-up immediately,, go for it! 
For more information and to sign up visit: 
UOP Career Services 
2nd Floor McConchie Hall 
Q4R-23R1 
Jobs For Students Fundraiser 
Starting pay $10.25 
No experience necessary 
Will train-FT/PT 
Scholarships & Internships 
Retail-100 openings 
call 956-7227 
Looking for top fraternity, sorrority, 
student organization that would like to 
earn $500-$1500 for one week on-
campus marketing project. Must be 
organized and hard working. Call 






Here s a way to learn faster and work 
smarter without putting a lot of cash down. 
It s called the Apple Computer Loan. 
Right now, qualifying students, parents 
borrowing on behalf of students, and faculty 
and staff members with an annual income 
of at least $15,000, can purchase an Apple9 
Macintosh computer system using a special 
financing plan set up just for you. 
Apply to boirowfrom $1,500 to tlO,000 
for a Macintosh computer, other Apple 
products-including the AppleGire' 
extended service plan, and up to three toft-
ware packages. 
If you re a student, you'll be able to defer 
principal payments for up to 48 months while 
m school making interest-only payments until 
30 days after you graduate or leave school 
Interest rates are surprisingly low, and you can 
take up to eight years to repay * 
So stop by today and fill out a loan 
application. 
Because this is one way to afford a 
Macintosh, even if you can't afford 
a Macintosh. 




Books... and a whole lot more! 
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center 
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